


Hen Pecked
Garden Variety Fabric Collection

by Hoffman Fabrics
Quit Design by Denise M. Russart - a Justquiltin Design

Quilt Size: 72" x 84"

wof = width of fabric sc= subcut pieces from strip just cut
= draw one diagonal line from corner to corner on back of pieces marked with this symbol.
Fabric A - Gold Fabric F - Leaf
(1) 6.5" x wof: sc (8) 3.5" x 6.5" (1) 5.5" x wof: sc (8) 3.0" x 5.5" and
(1) 4.5" x wof: sc (4) 4.5" x 4.5" and (2) 4.5" x 4.5"

(3) 3.0" x 3.0"  (1) 5.5" x wof: sc (4) 5.5" x 5.5" and
(1) 3.0" x wof: sc (13) 3.0" x 3.0" (4) 4.5" x 4.5" 
(1) 5.5" x wof: sc (8) 3.0" x 5.5" (1) 2.0 x wof strip

Fabric B - Orange Fabric G - multi Chicken Salad
(1) 4.5" x wof: sc (4) 4.5" x 4.5" and (1) 16.5" x wof: sc (2) 16.5" x 16.5" and

(1) 5.5" x 3.0" (2) 4.5" x 4.5"
(1) 3.0" x wof: sc (7) 5.5" x 3.0"
(1) 2.0" x wof strip Fabric H - Sunflower Sunny Side Up

(1) 14.5" x wof: sc (1) 10.5" x 14.5" and
Fabric C - Red (2) 5.5" x 20.5"
(1) 5.5" x wof: sc (4) 5.5" x 5.5" and

(1) 3.0" x 5.5" Fabric I - Sunflower
(1) 3.0" x wof: sc (7) 5.5" x 3.0" (1) 6.5" x wof: sc (2) 6.5" x 6.5" and
(1) 2.5" x wof strip (2) 5.5" x 5.5"

Fabric D - Brown Fabric J - Navy
(1) 5.5" x wof: sc (8) 3.0" x 5.5" and (3) 5.5" x wof: sc (1) strip into (2) 5.5" x 17.5"

(4) 4.0" x 4.0" from each of remaining strips sc (1) 5.5" x 27.0"
(2) 3.5" x wof: sc (16) 3.5" x 3.5" (1) 2.0" x wof strip

(1) 2.5" x wof strip
Fabric E - Ocean
(1) 5.5" x wof: sc (4) 5.5" x 5.5" and Fabric K - Blueberry

(1) 3.0" x 5.5" (8) 2.5" x wof strips
(1) 3.0" x wof: sc (7) 5.5" x 3.0" (2) 2.5" x wof: sc (6) 12.5" x 2.5"
(1) 2.5" x wof strip (2) 2.5" x wof: sc each strip into: (1) 24.5" x 2.5" and (1) 10.5" x 2.5"

(4) 2.5" x wof: sc each strip into: (1) 20.5 x 2.5" and (1) 16.5" x 2.5"
(2) 2.5" x wof: sc each strip into: (1) 20.5" x 2.5" and (1) 9.5" x 2.5"

Yardage Yardage

A J9000 47-Gold 5/8 G J8616 130-multi Chicken Salad 1/2

B J9000 13-Orange 3/8 H J8617 150-Sunflower Sunny Side Up 1/2

C J9000 5-Red 3/8 I J8618 150-Sunflower 1/4

D J9000 6-Brown 1/2 J J9000 19-Navy 2/3

E J9000 73-Ocean 3/8 K J8618 87-Blueberry 1+3/8

F J9000 78-Leaf 1/2 L J9000 4-Black* 3+1/2

- Backing 5.0 *includes binding yardage



Fabric L - Black Fabric L - Black (continued):
(2) 5.5" x wof: sc (14) 5.5" x 5.5" (4) 2.5" x wof: sc each strip into (1) 20.5" x 2.5" and
(3) 4.5" x wof: sc (22) 4.5" x 4.5" sc (1) 16.5" x 2.5"
(1) 4.0" x wof: sc (4) 4.0" x 4.0" and (8) 2.5" x wof strips

sc (4) 3.5" x 3.5" (1) 2.0" x wof strip
(3) 5.5" x wof: sc (36) 3.0" x 5.5" (1) 2.5" x wof strip

(9) 2.5" x wof strips (Binding)
Sewing Instructions:
All Half Square Triangles (HST) are made by layering two squares right sides together (RST) and stitching 1/4" away
from each side of drawn diagonal line. Cut apart on line, press, then squared up to required size.
SF = stitch and flip. Used for adding corner units to sections by placing square on rectangle, stitching on drawn line,
flipping open and pressing and then trimming away extra layers (i.e. making flying geese units).
The letters giving in the sewing directions refer to the Fabric letter indicating in the above cutting chart.
 Enlarge Rooster outline 200% on copy machine and using applique method of your choice, applique to center of

Fabric G 16.5" square. Repeat to make 2nd block, reversing Rooster image.
 Cut all Fabric L pieces in chart above and then cut rooster applique from leftover fabric.
In all pieced blocks, press seam allowances of top and bottom row away from center, press center row toward center.
If directions say, for example, "use (4) 5.5" L" that refers to the 5.5" x 5.5" square of Fabric L.

Shoo Fly Block (12.0" fin./ 12.5" unfin.) Double Monkey Wrench (9.0" fin./9.5" unfin.)
Using (4) 5.5" L and (4) 5.5" F, make HSTs, trim to 4.5". Repeat steps from 12" Monkey Wrench Block

Using (8) 4.5" L and (2) 4.5" F, lay out using (4) 4.5" L and (4) 4.5" B for HST. Trim
rows of block. Stitch into rows. to 3.5" For strip set use 2.0" L and 2.0" B, sew
Stitch rows together. strip set and subcut (8) 3.5" pieces. Sew
Yields 2 Blocks. rows into block using 3.5" L for centers. Yields 2 blocks.

Grecian Square (12.0" fin. / 12.5" unfin.) Variable Star Variation (12.0" fin./12.5" unfin.)
Using (4) 5.5" L and (4) 5.5" E, make HSTs, trim to 4.5". Using (4) 4.5" L and (4) 4.5" A, make HSTs,
Make strip set of (1) 2.5" J strip and (1) 2.5" E strip. trim to 3.5". Next make flying geese units,

Press seam to J. Subcut (8) 4.5" sections. referring to top image at left for
Lay out rows as show with G 4.5" square proper angle placement, using
in center row. Stitch into rows. (8) 3.5" x 6.5" A and SF (16) 3.5" D.
Stitch rows together. Lay out rows. Use 6.5" x 6.5" I for centers
Yields 2 blocks. of star. Yields 2 stars

Grecian Square (9.0" fin./ 9.5" unfin. Variable Star Variation (10.0" fin. 10.5" unfin.)
Repeat steps above using (4) 4.5" L and Follow same steps as above noting fabric
(4) 4.5" F for HSTs. Trim to 3.5" placement is reversed in star points. Make
Make (1) strip set with 2.0" F and J strips. HSTs from (4) 4.0" L and (4) 4.0" D. Trim to
Subcut (8) 3.5" sections. Assemble block 3.0". Flying Geese: (8) 3.0" x 5.5" D. SF (16)
with 3.5" L center squares. Yield 2 blocks. 3.0" A. Center is 5.5" I. Yields 2 stars.

Double Monkey Wrench (12.0" fin./12.5" unfin.) Quilt Assembly:
Using (4) 5.5" L and (4) 5.5" C, make HSTs, Stitch 2.5" x 16.5" L to left and right of each appliquéd
trim to 4.5". Make strip set of (1) 2.5" L and chicken block. (All seam allowances will now pressed
one 2.5" C. Press to L. Subcut (8) 4.5" toward sashing in following steps.) Add 2.5" x 20.5" L to
sections. Layout rows with 4.5" L centers. top and bottom of blocks. Add 2.5" x 20.5" K to left and
Assemble rows into block. right sides of block. Add 2.5" x 24.5" K to BOTTOM of
Yields 2 blocks. RIGHT facing rooster and TOP of LEFT facing rooster.



Sew 2.5" x 9.5" K between smaller Monkey Wrench block and smaller Grecian Square. Make 2. Follow diagrams to
make sure you are getting proper placement of pieces for right and left
sections. To LEFT pieced block section add 2.5" x 20.5" K to bottom of pieced
blocks. Next add 5.5" x 20.5" H to bottom of section. Make sure birds in print
are right side up. Then add 2.5" x 16.5" K to left and right of section. To
RIGHT section add 2.5" x 20.5" K to top of pieced blocks, 5.5" x 20.5" to top,

and 2.5" x 16.5" K to left and right. Sew left section above to bottom of right facing rooster and right section above to top
of left facing rooster.

Stitch 2.5" x 10.5" K to each short edge of 10.5" x 14.5" H. Add small Variable Star
block to each end. Sew this section between left and right facing rooster sections,
making sure center fabric H has the birds right side up.

Sew (8) 2.5" x wof K strips along the short edges to make (4) pairs of strips. Cut each strip into (1) 58.5" long piece and (1)
12.5" long piece.
Lay out top pieced block row in order referring to quilt diagram, Add 2.5" x 12.5 K between each block and at each end of
that row. Sew (1) 58.5" K piece to top and bottom of row. Stitch this section to top of center of quilt.

Repeat steps above, laying out bottom pieced block row, noting block order is reversed, and add 2.5" x 12.5" K between
each block and at each end. Add 58.5" K to top and bottom.

Join (8) 2.5" x wof L into (4) pairs of strips along short edge. Cut (2) strips 70.5" long and stitch to left and right of quilt.
Cut remaining (2) strips 62.5" long and attach to top and bottom of quilt.

Pieced Border: (All bright fabrics that alternate with fabric L (black) are your 3.0" x 5.5" pieces.)
Referring to top border of quilt, starting at left with a Fabric A rectangle, layout bright pieces in order as follows:
A-L-E-L-B-L-F-L-C-A-L-E-L-B-L-F-L-C Stitch these blocks into a row. Repeat making four like rows.

To the C block on two of these rows, add a 5.5" x 27.0" J section. Stitch these sections to left and right side of quilt referring
to quilt image for orientation.

To the remaining pieced sections, add a 5.5" x 5.5" L to A side of strip. Add 5.5" x 17.5" J section to opposite edge.
Referring to quilt image, sew these sections to top and bottom of quilt.

Binding: Join binding strips along short edge and press in half lengthwise to make double fold binding.

Backing: Cut your back fabric into two sections, each 2.5 yards long. Seam along the long vertical edge so seamline will
run down center back of your quilt.

Layer, quilt, bind and enjoy!
Denise



Hen Pecked Wallhanging
Garden Variety Fabric Collection

by Hoffman Fabrics
Quit Design by Denise M. Russart - a Justquiltin Design

Quilt Size: 34" x 45"

wof = width of fabric sc= subcut pieces from strip just cut
= draw one diagonal line from corner to corner on back of pieces marked with this symbol.

Fabric A: multi Chicken Salad Fabric E - Navy:
(1) 16.5" X wof: sc (1) 16.5" x 16.5" (1) 2.5" x wof: sc (4) 2.0" x 3.5"

Fabric B - Red: Fabric F - Sunflower SunnySide:
(1) 4.5" x wof: sc (2) 4.5" x 4.5"  (4) 5.5" x wof: sc (2) 5.5" x 35.5"

sc (4) 2.0" x 3.5" sc (2) 5.5" x 34.5"

Fabric C - Leaf: Fabric G - Black:
(1) 4.5" x wof: sc (2) 4.5" x 4.5" (1) 4.5" x wof: sc (4) 4.5" x 4.5"

sc (4) 2.0" x 3.5" sc (2) 3.5" x 3.5"
sc (4) 2.0" x 3.5"

Fabric D - Blueberry: (2) 2.5" x wof: sc (1) 2.5" x 20.5" and (1) 2.5 x 16.5" from each
(4) 2.5" x wof: sc (2) strips into 2.5" x 35.5" strip

sc remaining strips into (3) Cut Rooster applique from remaining fabric
2.5" x 20.5"

(4) 2.5" x wof: Binding

Sewing Instructions:

All Half Square Triangles (HST) are made by layering two squares right sides together (RST) and stitching 1/4" away
from each side of drawn diagonal line. Cut apart on line, press, then squared up to required size.

The letters giving in the sewing directions refer to the Fabric letter indicating in the above cutting chart.

 Enlarge Rooster outline 200% on copy machine and using applique method of your choice, applique to center of
Fabric A 16.5" square. Rooster pattern is reversed so depending on your method of applique or which way you want
your rooster to face, you may need to reverse pattern.

 Cut all Fabric G pieces in chart above and then cut rooster applique from leftover fabric.
 In all pieced blocks, press seam allowances of top and bottom row away from center, press center row toward center.
 In all sashing, press seam allowance towards outside edge unless otherwise indicated.

Use 1/4" seam allowance throughout.

Yardage Yardage

A J8616 130-multi Chicken Salad 1/2 E J9000 19-Navy 1/8

B J9000 5-Red 1/4 F J8617 150-Sunflower Sunny Side 3/4

C J9000 78-Leaf 1/4 G J9000 4-Black 3/8

D J8618 87-Blueberry* 3/4

- Backing - coordinate of your 1+1/2 *includes binding yardage



Double Monkey Wrench (9.0" fin/ 9.5" unfin.)
Using (2) 4.5" B squares and (2) 4.5" G squares, make HSTs. Trim to 3.5".
Stitch (4) 2.0" x 3.5" B rectangles along long edge to (4) 2.0" x 3.5" G rectangles. Press seam to dark.
Lay out blocks in three rows at left, using 3.5" square G for center of middle row.
Stitch into rows; stitch rows into block.

Grecian Square (9.0" fin./ 9.5" unfin.)
Using (2) 4.5" C squares and (2) 4.5" G squares, make HSTs. Trim to 3.5"
Stitch (4) 2.0 x 3.5" C rectangles along long edge to (4) 2.0" x 3.5" E rectangles. Press seam to dark.
Lay out blocks in three rows at left, using 3.5" square G for center of middle row.
Stitch into rows; stitch rows into block.

Stitch 2.5" x 16.5" G to top and bottom of Rooster appliqued block.
Stitch 2.5" x 20.5" G to left and right of Rooster appliqued block.
Stitch 2.5" x 20.5" D to top and bottom of block.

Stitch 2.5" x 9.5" D between pieced blocks. Press seam towards sashing.
Stitch 2.5" x 20.5" to bottom of this section.
Next stitch this pieced section to bottom of Rooster applique section. Press seam
towards sashing.
Stitch 2.5" x 30.5" D to left and right of wallhanging.

Stitch 5.5" x 35.5" F to left and right of wallhanging.
Stitch 5.5" x 34.5" to top and bottom of wallhanging.

Binding: Join binding strips into continuous length and press in half lengthwise to make double fold binding.

Layer, quilt and bind.
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